Enhanced Cleaning and Disinfection of Learning Spaces (Classrooms and Lecture Halls)
1. Objective
To establish a standard of providing consistent daily cleaning and disinfecting to
classrooms and lecture halls throughout campus. Frequent and regular disinfecting is a
significant part of the UW COVID-19 Prevention Plan and the Building Services
Department will follow these protocols to ensure a clean, functional learning
environment.
All classroom-cleaning activities within this procedure adhere to the COVID-19
Enhanced Cleaning and Disinfection guidelines. Only EPA-approved disinfectants are
used to perform enhanced cleaning and disinfecting of touch points in classrooms and
lecture halls.
2. Enhanced cleaning and disinfection protocols – learning spaces
1. When and wherever possible, open windows to the outside to increase air circulation.
2. Deploy closed-for-cleaning sign.
3. Wear nitrile gloves for cleaning and disinfecting.
4. First, if visibly soiled, clean surfaces and objects with Twist n’ Fill #3 Neutral
Cleaner applied to a microfiber cloth. For larger areas, use Surface Wiper (Sphergo
tool). Disinfect visibly dirty surfaces only after cleaning them.
a. When using microfiber cloths, fold it into quadrants before applying cleaning
or disinfecting solutions, squirt solution into cloth and wipe surface in one
direction; then switch to clean side of the cloth and wipe, refold, and use all
eight sides of the cloth.
b. To fold the cloth into quadrants:
• First fold the (square) cloth in half, by folding one side over to meet its
opposite side, to create a 2-ply cloth rectangle half the size of the (1-ply)
original.
• Fold one of the narrow edges over to meet the narrow side opposite it,
creating a 4-ply cloth with each surface becoming a square ¼ the size of
the original 1-ply cloth.
• One surface is now a quadrant made of 4 cloth layers with a cleaning
surface on each side of each layer, resulting in a total of 8 (quadrant)
surfaces to clean with.
• As a surface becomes soiled, unfold the cloth and refold it so that a new,
clean-cloth surface is exposed, repeating the operation until all surfaces
are soiled and it is time to replace the cloth with a clean one.
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5. Option 1: Disinfect all touch points and surfaces mentioned below with hydrogen
peroxide cleaner/disinfectant or 3M Twist n’ Fill #5 disinfectant. The solution dwell
time for hydrogen peroxide is 5 minutes to effectively eliminate any potential bacteria
and/or viruses, including the novel coronavirus. For large areas, use a pump sprayer to
cover surfaces and allow solution to sit for 5 minutes.
6. Option 2: For large areas, disinfect all touch points and surfaces mentioned below using
the Clorox 360 electrostatic sprayer. Please refer to training for proper PPE. The
solution dwell time for the Clorox 360 is 2 minutes to effectively eliminate any potential
bacteria and/or viruses, including the novel coronavirus.
7. Use a Sphergo surface wiper or micro fiber cloth to wipe excess chemical solution.
8. To prevent build-up stickiness from chemical, it might be necessary to wipe down all
surfaces with 3M Twist n’ Fill #3 Neutral Cleaner once a week.
9. For confirmed COVID-19 positive case disinfection, follow EH&S guidelines before
proceeding.
Touch points and surfaces in learning spaces
• Tabletops
• Chairs
• Light switches
• Doorknobs (inside/outside)
• Window handles and ledges
• Podium and podium A/V equipment control switches/keyboards
• Video screen power switches
• Trash/recycle receptacles
• White board markers, whiteboards and trays
Note:
• Only clean classrooms or lecture halls when not in session. Class schedules for
each classroom and lecture hall will be provided. Disinfecting between classes
can be completed by teams.
•

During fall quarter, excess furniture will be removed and fixed furniture will be
designated for use in order to maintain six foot distances. Disinfect the table and
chairs designated for students/faculty.
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3. Safety guidelines
Always review the Safety Data Sheet information on required/recommended personal
protective equipment (PPE) for all cleaning and disinfectant products before use.
Wear disposable gloves and eye protection (safety glasses) when cleaning and disinfecting.
When disinfecting with sprayers, staff must wear chemical-splash-proof goggles. After
completing work, remove gloves safely in the following manner:
•
•
•

Pinch and hold the outside of the glove near
the wrist area.
Peel downwards, away from the wrist, turning
the glove inside out.
Pull the glove away until it is removed from
the hand and hold the inside-out glove with the
gloved hand.

Discard gloves in a landfill trash container after each
use. Follow good hand hygiene practices after
cleaning. Always wash hands with soap and warm water for at least 20 seconds. If soap and
warm water are not readily available, use an alcohol-based hand sanitizer that contains at
least 60% alcohol.
Tools, supplies, and equipment
o Erasers (for Chalkboards)
o Straight Broom, Lobby Broom/Dust-Pan Combo (where applicable)
o Chalk (where used)
o Dust Pan
o Dry-Erase Markers (where applicable)
o Bench Brush (where applicable)
o 24” Microfiber Dust Mop
o Putty Knife
o Surgical Mask
o Backpack Vacuum Cleaner
o Trash Liners
o Chemical-splash Goggles
o Squirt Bottle
o Sprayer
o Safety Glasses
o Sphergo (Surface wiper)
o Closed-for-cleaning Sign
o Color-coded Microfiber Cloths
§ Black: Whiteboards
§ Green: General Cleaning
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4. Check your work - make sure you have disinfected all human touch points and all
designated furniture
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Floors, desks, and ledges must be clean of debris and dust.
Horizontal surfaces should be clean and look clean (no dust or streaks).
Hard-surfaced and carpeted floors should be free of dust, soil, gum, or stains.
Corners and baseboards should be free of build-up dirt or floor finish.
Floors should have an even, shiny appearance.
Chalk or dry-erase boards and trays should be free of chalk dust and small pieces of
chalk.
Upholstered surfaces are free of dust and stains.
Trash receptacles should be free of stains, grime.
Electrical switch plates and doors should be free of fingerprints and build-up dirt.
Chairs, trash and recycle receptacles, etc. should be placed and left in proper position.
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